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General Comment 
After we have worked a lifetime of 45 or plus years - the government should have no control 
over the money we have worked for and  
the retirement money we have put into. If Mr. Obama wants his hands in it or any government 
official - I believe we should be able to do the 
the same to his or theirs. It's bad enough that the GOVERNMENT has taken money from social 
security funds and spent 
some of what they ARE NOT SUPPOSED TO !!! I feel sorry for the children of today - the 
United States is no longer the wondrous country 
it once was and was to remain ! We have no work for our people as it was all outsourced for the 
almighty profit dollar. We have more people on 
welfare due to the lack of formidable work. Our magnificent country has done such a downhill 
slide due to BIG BUSINESS 
going elsewhere. We have prison guards in Tennessee trying to make a living on $12.50 an hour 
!!! YET - we have someone who can 
throw a ball into a hoop earning MILLIONS of dollars _ FOR WHAT ?????????? THERE is 
something very wrong in this 
country. We have illegal aliens who now will be able to draw on the social security that I and 
others have worked all our lives 



for !?! I am all for being helpful but the politicians in Washington DC need to come out of their 
protected little shells and see 
what THERI decisions have done to this country. Maybe they need to go work in a coal min or a 
power plant or a prison where a "shank" 
could be thrust into them at any time and try to go home and feed their family and clothe them on 
$12.50 an hour ! And why 
is it that after their term in a political office they still maintain a six figure retirement salary ? 
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